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Decision 98·10·061 October 22, 1998 

MAIL DATE 
10123198 

~JmlPiffi1~~1Il\lL 
BEFORE nlE PUBLIC UTILITIES CO~'MISSION OF TIm STATE Of CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Ru1emaking On The 
Commission's Own ~1otion Into 
Compctltion for Local Exchange 
Service. 

Order Instituting Investigation On The 
COJilmission's 0\\11 ~1otion Into 
Competition for Local Exchange 
Servite. . 

1.95-04-044 

ORDER DENYING REHEARING OF DECISION NO. 98-06-018 

I. Summary 

A joint application for rehearing of decision D.98·06-0 18 was filed on 

July 1, 1998 by the Califonlia Small Business Association. Utility Consumer 

Action Network and the League ofCalifoIllia Cities, San Diego Division 

(hereinafter. "Applicants."). In the decision) the Con\mission approved a three

way geographic split of the Numbering Plan Area ("NPA") that had previously 

been assigned the 619 area code. Pursuant to the decision, the geographic area is 

to be separated into North, Centra', and East regions. The North and East regions 

will each be designated by new area codes. white the Central region, which 

includes downtown San Diego, will relain the 619 area code. By this decision, the 

Commission rejected plans which included using a new area code as an o"erlay of 

part ofthe 619 NPA. 

The Applicants favored a partial or complete overlay reJiefpJan. In 

their request for rehearing of OUr decision, they claiJil thallhe Commission: 
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I) ignored the recommendations and preferences that had becn expressed by some 
. 

local govcmment and small business reprcsentativcs. and individual consumers in 

public meetings; 2) erred in rclying on a survey conducted two years ago without 

proper consideration ofthe validity ofahe survey; and 3) failed to consider 

measures to mitigate the impact ofpro\'iding numbering reHerin the San Diego 

area. 

The Commission received on July 20, 1998, ajoint response of the 

California Cable Television Association, AT&T Communications of California. 

Jnc., and Tinle \Varner AXS of California, L.P. expressing opposition to the 

rehearing application. The Commission also received on July 20, 1998, comments 

ofPacitic Bell in support of granting rehearing ofD.98-06-018. 

After reviewing the f1)atters raised in the Application, and the filings 

made in support and in opposition. we conclude that Applicants have failed to 

demonstrate legal error, as required in seeking rehearing by Cal.Pub.Util. Code 

Section 1732 .! Instead. the rehearing request expresses opposition to the choice 

the Commission made after thorough consideration ofse\'eral alternatives which 

were recommended by various parties to relieve the nUlllber exhaustion problem in 

connection with the 619 area code. AppJicants have not shown the Comnlissionts 

election to order a geographic split was not within its nlandate and discretionary 

authority, or that the decisionmaking process railed to comply with the consumer 

protection objectives of Sections 7130 and 7930. 

Upon review, therefore, we cannot find legal error in the process or in 

the decision reached. However, we ,,;-iII address Applicants' contentions here so 

that there should be no doubt our deliberations were thorough, rigorous, and fair. 

! Hereinafter. all statutory rererenc~s shall be to the California Public Utiliries Code unless 
otherwise indicated. 
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II. Background 

As described in 0.98-06·018, our investigation included the 

development and evaluation ofaltcrnativc plans b)' an industry team consisting of 

members orthe slaO'ofthe California-Nc\'ada Code Administrator (CNCA), 

Commission staO: and representatives of several telecommunications carriers, 

including local exchange, intcrexchange, wireless and competitive local camers. 

Ihe proceeding also pro\'ided for the filing of comments and several meelings for 

619 area code customers were held, one local.jurisdictional meeting for cit)' and 

county go\'ernment representatives, oil September 9, 1997, and four public 

meetings, two on November II and two on November 12, 1997. 

From the infomlalion and opinions received, ten alternatives wete 

fonnulated by the industry teani, including both overlay and geographic split reHef 

plans. Aftcr an evaluation of each plan, on December 4, 19~7 the industry team 

voted to forward to the Commission two variations ofa geographic split, 

AltemativcslOA and IOC, which were then submitted by the CNCA on behalfof 

the group. During that December 4 meellng, however, a new partial overlay plan. 

Alternative II ~ was proposed for the first time. It included the adoption of two 

new area codes. the first to be implemented in a geographic split, and the second as 

an overJay of the remaining 619 area code region. 

Although the CNCA did not advance Alternative II as an industry 

sponsored alternative, the position papers in support of this alternative wcre 

provided to the Comnlission. Dcspite the lateness of its submission, the position 

papers were reviewcd and Alternative II was given full consideration as a 

potential rdiefplan option. (D.98~06·018, at 9-10.) By a special ruling of the 

assigned Administrative Law Judge, two additional public meetings were 

convcned, April 28 and 29, 1998, to pem1it the presentation and consideration of 

Altemath'c II. Inlercsted parties also were gi\'en the opportunity to file additional 

written comments on the proposal. (D.98·06·0 18. at II.) 
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nas~d. th~n, {In all the infomlation and ad\'ice thus provided by the 

industry team, go\'~rnment ofi1ciats, and consumers with regard to both overlays 

and geographic splits, it was the Commission's judgment that a three-way 

geographic split best satisfied the criteria established to address 619 NPA number 

exhaustion probJems. (D. 98·06-018, at 6,20.) 

111. Discussion 

Applicants' first contention is that the Commission ignored the views 

regarding o"erlay reliefpJans which were expressed by local government and 

small business representatives. and by individual consumers at the public 

meetings. Applicants are mistaken. 

In support oftheir argument, Applicants extensively quote from 

comments made at the public meetings. (Application for Rehearing, at 4-9.) They 

han' thereby succeeded in putting the views of the proponents of overlay relief 

p1ans before us once again, but this presentation does not establish that the 

Commission ignored the comments of these indi\'iduals in our dedsionmaking. 

Our decision gh'es an\ple evidence of the attention we gave to remarks made at the 

meetings by elected ofllcials. communit)' leaders, and others regarding the use of 

o\'erlays. (See c.g., D.98-06-018, at 14·17, where the position of the Alternative 

J I and overlay proponents is detailed, and at 11·20, where contrasting aspects of 

overlays and splits are weighed.) 

In considering the comments made, we noted, for example, that an 

overlay plan would create prob!cms regarding H ••• the a\'ailability and effectiveness 

ofpemlanent Local Number Portability, assurance of an adequate suppJy ofNXX 

codes for CLCs as required by the FCC, and nondiscriminatory access to 619 

telephone numbers.H (0.98-06-018, at 20.)! \Vc also commented on the 

statements regarding customer impact explaining that ifan overlay were used, 

~ As p.lrt of this dedsion. we will correct the inadvertent error in the structure of the sentence 
from \\hkh the quotation is taken. 
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customers who retained the 619 area code, as well as those with the new overlay 

code, would be required to dial a I plus ten digits for all calls. (D.98-06-0)8, at 

IS.) This means all telephone users within one area code would havc to use a ten

digit number, e\'en when calling a close neighbor. In response to comments from 

business o\\ners who spoke ofthe expense of changes in stationer)' and 

advertisements ifthc)' were assigned a new area code, we noted that with an 

overlay plan, a single household or business with mulliple lines could have 

different arca codes depending on when the numbers were assigned and which 

telecommunications carrier assigned then'!. In comparison, as we stated in our 

decision, '"ith a geographk split of area codes, approximately one-halfofall the 

custonlers in\'olved would have a new area code, but all customers would relain 

the ability to dial only a seven-digit number for cans within their arca cooe. (Ibid.) 

Furthennore, most businesses arc located in the do\\nto\\u San Diego region 

which will retain the 619 area code. 

\Ve find, therefore, that Applicants' claim that the Commission 

ignored their preferences and recommendations is factually incorrect. The 

decision adequately demonstrated that the pros and cons of the various plans were 

carefully weighed. The extensive quotations in the application for rehearing only 

reiterate infomlation considered by the Colllmission. Neither the content of the 

opinions expressed in those statements, nor their reiteration identifies legal error in 

the Commission's decision. 

\Vith respect to AppJicants' second claim, that the decision improperly 

rdies on two·year old customer sur ... cys~ we again find no legal error or other 

grounds to rehear the matter. 

In the Comnlission's review of the eleven relief plan alternatives, 

which included consideration of the reconunendations ofthe industry team, the 

CNCA, and the comments reeeh'cd at public meetings, we also took into account 

the po lie), and criteria set (orth in D.96-12-086. (D.98-06-018, at 3·4.) In that 
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1996 decision. we considered the benefits and disadvantages to consumers of 

geographic splits and o\'erlays, and expressed our rese., .. ations regarding the use of 

overlays. This determin3tion was based in part on indepcndentl)' conducted, 

broad· based consumer surveys. In adhering to that policy in the present case, we 

havc also extended our reliance, in part, on the information obtained from those 

consumer surveys. 

Applicants contend that they weie not given the opportunity to 

challenge thc 1996 survey results. However, they do not cite an)1hing in the 

record which shows the Commission refused to consider diOerent or additional 

consumer surveys subnlitted by Applicants or other indh'iduals who advanced 

overlay plans. Or that anyone was denied filing \\Titten comments with respect to 

customer preferences or surveys. Applicants have not indicated, moteover, that 

they were unaware of the existence ofthe customer surveys which wete involved 

in the conclusions reached in D.96·12·086. Quite to the contrary, Applicants rest 

their argument 011 a claim that in 1996 they did not contemplate the need fot 

further rdief in the 619 NPA. and thus did not challenge the surveys at that time. 

(Application for Rehearing, at 11.) Applicants also claim that they were not aware 

the surveys would be given any consideration by the Commission in the prescnt 

matter. (Ibid.) Basically, Applicants argue that in the present case, they did not 

take into consideration all the in(omlation on which the general policy regarding 

o\'erlays versus geographic splits was based. \Ve find, therefore, that Applicants' 

inactions, or their failure to cvaluate ayailable infomlation, does not substantiate a 

due process vioJation by the Commission. 

Furtherlllore, apart from Applicants' admission they did not act on 

available infomlation, they ha\'c not demonstrated by their atgunlent that the 1996 

consumer sun'c)'s are no longer reliable Of valid as a basis for our decision in 

1998. We are not a\mTC that the essential characteristics of geographic splits and 

o\'erlays were altered during the two year period, or that in the relatiyely short 
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passage oflinll~, the fundamental impacts of geographic splits versus overlays on 

customer telephone use changed. 

Further, the Commission ha.~ not received compelling evidence of a 

material shift in consumer attitudes to require a change in our policy in dealing 

with the 619 NPA problem. Applicants argue that there might have been a 

conversion of consumer preferences in favor of an o\'erlay plan since the 1996 

surveys. After the sun.·eys were conducted, some telephone customers in the San 

Diego area experienced a geographic split with the assignment ofthe 760 area 

code. These customers who have already changed their area code, however, will 

not be affected by the currently reliefplan. With respect to those who will be 

affected, there remains significant public suppOrt for a geographic split. 

\Vhen the additional series of public and Jocaljurisdiction meetings 

were conducted on April 28 and 29, 1998, specifically to have Alternative 11 

presented by its proponents, 46% of the show-of·intcrest fomls indicated a 

preference for one of the geographic split options. (Callfomia-Nc\'ada Code 

Administrator (CNCA) Report, May 6, 1998, at S.) \Vhile this was not a "majority 

VOle," it was significant enough to indicate that in meetings convened primarily for 

those sponsoring an overlay proposal, those in attendance did not 

"ovenrhelmingly," as Applicants erroneously clainl, opt for the Alternative II or 

any other overlay solution. The preference of the 46%, we also noted, was 

consistent with the results of the 1996 surveys which had used a statistically niore 

significant population sampling. 

In arriving at our decision, therefore, we weighed the results ofthe 

show-of-interest fonns from the April, 199811leetings and the 1996 sun."eys in 

conjunction with the analyses and recommendations ofthe industry team and the 

CNCA. All the views of the public and the parties to the proceeding became part 

of Our consideration of a complex and multi faceted problem, the resolution of 

which cannot, we realize. satisfy 100% of the population in\"oh'ed. 
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Applican\s~ third claim for rehearing alleges the Commission failed to 

"mitigate the impact" of area code relief. (Application for Rehearing. at 13·14.) 

Actually, Applicants' contention is in regard to suggestions oOered in 

supplemental comments filed by Utility Consumers' Action Network (UeAN) 

with respect to overlay plans. (Applicatloil for Rehearing, at 14.) 

\\'e acknowledge that we did not expressl)' acknowledge UeAN's 

suggestions in 0.98-06-018. Given the extensive proceedings devoted to selecting 

a relief plan for the 619 NPA and the broad spectrum of expertise represented by 

the iIidustl)' team, and given that the industf)' teant and the CNCA did not present 

UCAN's suggestions as a comprehensh'e alternative relieioption, the Commission 

did not spedf1call)' discuss then) in 0.98-06-018. to assure the Applicants, 

however, that We have considered the resolution of the number exhaustion problem 

from all perspectives, we will here supplement out decision with the following 

observations. 

According to the application for rehearing, UCAN recommended in 

supplemental comments that the COillmission: 1) consider convening a workshop 

to deVelop a competitively neutral plan for number conservation; 2) consider using 

an overlay exclusivcly for certain wireless and data transmissions; 3) consider 

using an incren\ental overlay approach, first for Pacific BelJ until full number 

portabBity was achieved. and then for all other carriers~ and 4) have Pacific Bell 

finance and conduct a public education canlpaign to eliminate customer disruption 

and confusion if Alternative 11 (preferred by Pacific Bell) were adopted. 

\Vilh respect to UCAN's first recommendation that another workshop 

be held on number conservation issues, the Commission has already established 

such workshops. (D.98.08-037). Howc\'er, as all parties atc well aware, the 

schedule for the 619 NPA requires that the chosen reliefpJan be prepared for 

implententation by June, 1999. It would have been in\practicable to defer our 

decision until the conclusion of the workshops and thereby seriously risk having 
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no pJan to implement when new telephone numbers are no longer avaitable for the 

San Diego area: \\'c could nOljeopardize leaving customers without telephone 

seryice by prolonging the proceeding on the 619 NPA matter. 

As for UCAN's second and third recommendations. there was no 

persuasive evidence before us that adopting only a partia1 overlay for wireless and 

data transmissions, or a plan with successi\'cl>: introduced overlays by carrier, was 

preferable or pcmlissible. The FCC has stated that area code reJiefpJans may not 

be based on segregated services and technologies. (Declaratory RuJing and Order 

Concerning Ameritech. FCC Docket 95-19, lAD File No. 94·102, January 

12,1995.) 

As for the fourth item in UCAN's list of ideas, while we have weighed 

the impact on consumers and considered the relati\'e confusion that could result 

from each alternative plan, the allocation of the costs of consunler education was 

not dispositive in rejecting o\'erlay alternatives. It was the Commisslon~s 

judgment that in rcsol\'ing thc 619 NPA problem, there would be fewer negative 

impacts 011 consumers with the three-way geographic split. (D.98-06·018. at 17· 

) 8.) 

Finally, the Application for Rehearing, at page 15, suggests that the 

Comnlission should make certain modifications to its proceedings on area code 

changes, each invol\'ing the dissemination and recordlng ofinfoffilation and \'iews 

ofthe parties. Applicants do not substantiate, howcver, the implied premise that 

we ha\'c not provided adequate infomlation to all parties to the proceeding or to 

the public, or that wc have not provided sufi1cient opportunities for all interested 

persons to make their views known to the Commission. There is ample 

opportunity for such participation either at the public meetings we will continue to 

hold, or in the fonnal proceedings and workshops. As other regions in California 

face the likelihood of number exhaustion, the paranlount objectlvc of our cflorts 
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r~mains adopting a solution that is the most cQn\'cnicnt and the Icast costly for the 

consumers eOcclcd. 

IV. Conclusion 

Because Applicants have not estab1ished legal error in our decision. 

the application for rehearing ofD.98-06-018 shall be denied. \Ve have, however, 

supplemented our discussion ofthe issues to respond to Applicants' concerns as to 

whether we weighed the opinions of those adl'ocating an overlay plan. It should 

be clear that our deliberations wcre thorough and fair, and included consideration 

of Alternative I I ,and other overlay plans. Rehearing, We conclude, is not 

warranted. \Ve will make, however, one minor, non-substantive edit of a sentence 

in our decision. as we ha\'e indicated in footnote 2. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED! 

I. In D. 98-06-018, the last sentence on page 19 begins with. (,) f relief 

were ... " and ends on page 20 with " ... 619 telephone numbers.H A typographical 

error shall be corrected so that the sentence shaH read: 

ulfreHefwere to have been provided with an (weclay, 
there would have been additional. complicated issues to 
resoll'e, such as the availability and eflecti\'cness of 
pemlancnt Local Number Portabilit)., assurance of an 
adequate supply ofNXX codes for CLCs as required by 
the FCC, and nondiscrimina.to,y access to 619 (elephone 
numbers.H 

2. D.98-06-018 having been so modified, the Application for Rehearing 

is denied. 
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This order is eOecti\'e today. 

Dared October 22, 1998. at San Francisco, California 
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